The Honorable Ken Calvert  
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations  
Subcommittee on Interior, Environment,  
And Related Agencies  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
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Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable James Moran  
Ranking Minority Member  
Committee on Appropriations  
Subcommittee on Interior, Environment,  
and Related Agencies  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515  

Dear Congressman Moran:  

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today's wildland fire management issues.  

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.  

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”  

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Jon Tester  
Chair, Committee on Indian Affairs  
United States Senate  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure
The Honorable John Barrasso  
Vice Chair, Committee on Indian Affairs  
United States Senate  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Barrasso:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Jack Reed
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations
Subcommittee on Interior, Environment,
and Related Agencies
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Reed:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today's wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell  
Secretary  
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack  
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Lisa Murkowski
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Appropriations
Subcommittee on Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Murkowski:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision - Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Mary Landrieu  
Chairwoman, Committee on Energy and  
Natural Resources  
United States Senate  
Washington, D.C.  20510

Dear Madam Chair:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision -- Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell  
Secretary  
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack  
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Doc Hastings
Chairman
Committee on Natural Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today's wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision—Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009—Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy—Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Peter A. DeFazio
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Natural Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman DeFazio:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
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Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Sally Jewell  
Secretary  
Department of the Interior

[Signature]
Thomas J. Vilsack  
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Enclosure
The Honorable Frank D. Lucas  
Chairman, Committee on Agriculture  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildfire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Honorable Collin C. Peterson  
Ranking Minority Member  
Committee on Agriculture  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Peterson:

The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement Act of 2009 or FLAME Act of 2009 directed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, acting jointly, to submit to Congress a report that contains a cohesive wildfire management strategy, consistent with the recommendations described in reports of the Government Accountability Office regarding management strategies. The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture embraced the concept of a cohesive wildland fire management strategy as directed in the FLAME Act. As members of the intergovernmental Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC), we committed to a three-phased planning and analysis effort to thoroughly examine and address the complexities of today’s wildland fire management issues.

In 2010, WFLC adopted a vision for the next century: “To safely and effectively extinguish fire when needed; use fire where allowable; manage our natural resources; and, as a Nation, live with wildland fire.” Three critical areas were identified as necessary to achieve the vision – Restore and Maintain Landscapes, Fire Adapted Communities, and Wildfire Response.

During Phase I in 2011, the Secretaries signed and transmitted to Congress two Reports: “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” and “The Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement Act of 2009 – Report to Congress.” Together, these documents provide the foundation for the cohesive strategy effort. In 2012, Phase II produced regional assessments that considered the needs and challenges found at the regional and local levels while addressing the national goals identified in the Phase I Report. Phase II concluded with the release of “A National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy – Phase II National Report.”

Today, we are transmitting “The National Strategy: The Final Phase of the Development of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy” (The National Strategy), representing the culmination of a three-phased collaborative effort by Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, non-governmental partners, and public stakeholders. The National Strategy provides the strategic direction necessary to achieve the vision and goals established by WFLC.
Completion of The National Strategy further builds the foundation for a fuller, more inclusive approach to assist the Nation in achieving meaningful reductions in wildfire risk; healthy, resilient landscapes; improved preparedness of our communities and individuals to safely withstand the effects of wildfire; maintenance of the vibrancy of our economy; continued protection of our treasured natural resources; and safe, effective response to wildfires when they occur.

Sincerely,

Sally Jewell
Secretary
Department of the Interior

Enclosure

Thomas J. Vilsack
Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture